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Abstract—Mobile devices are everywhere and mobile learning has emerged as a potential educational environment; however it is relatively new to Cyprus educational system. The purpose of this research work is to assess and determine the readiness; and evaluate the viability of integrating mobile technology in Cyprus higher education level. To address the above, a mixed method approach is employed making use of quantitative and qualitative data from faculty members working in three private universities in Cyprus. Faculty reactions were mixed with some of them seeing the benefits for mobile learning while others have doubts. The results summarize the technological and pedagogical aspects to be considered prior integrating mobile devices. Additionally, the study supports that one of the major barriers to educators is the lack of understanding regarding mobile devices integration in the teaching and learning process. Finally, there is a need to develop well-defined and well-structured requirements for mobile integration in the classroom.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The walls of the classrooms are torn down. Computer technology evolution has widened the educational activities for instructors and students in the 90’s, removing time and space constraints from instructors as well as from students themselves. With the rapid diffusion of the Internet, computers, and telecommunications; new approaches to learning were created [4]; [12]; [27]. Online courses appeared as a new method of course delivery. Since then, the interest in the development and use of distance learning in higher education has been steadily increasing [14]. The demands of e-learning on one hand, in connection with the possibilities offered by modern technology (i.e. evolution of mobile devices) on the other hand, pose new opportunities and new challenges to the educational systems [30]; [47].

More specifically, during the past decade every area of education and training has been affected by the introduction and use of technological advancements. E-learning (electronic learning) originated from D-learning (distance learning) and now, the follow-up is M-learning (mobile learning). As latest models of mobile phones combine PDA functions with cameras, video and MP3 players, m-learning becomes more convenient and exciting. The process of adding mobility to interactivity transformed the role of the Internet and has set new beginnings to innovations, services and applications. This new learning environment supports collaborative and accessible learning experiences for both instructors and learners that are integrated anytime and anywhere beyond the classroom [30]; [47].

A. M-learning

M-learning can be defined as e-learning using mobile devices and handheld IT devices, such as PDAs or Personal Digital Assistants (e.g. Palm, Pocket PC), mobile phones, laptops, tablet PC technologies and smart phones (e.g. Blackberry, iPhone) with wireless networks; digital media players (e.g. iPods, MP3 players), intelligent active badges and portable game devices [3]; [20]; [27]; [42]. Some view e-learning as the immediate ancestor of m-learning. E-learning is defined as learning supported by digital electronic tools and media, and, by analogy, m-learning is defined as e-learning that uses wireless transmission and mobile devices such as PDAs, mobile phones, laptops and tablet PCs [32]; [41]; [47]. Along the same lines, the eLearning Guild Report supports that “mobile learning is a subset of e-Learning, yet it has its own distinctive, expensive, and restrictive qualities” [33], p. 1. In agreement, Evans mentions that “m-learning inherits the advantage of e-learning, but extends their reach making use of portable wireless technologies” [20, p.492]. In Quinn’s study it is defined simply as learning that takes place with the help of mobile devices [38]. Turunen, Syvaenen and Ahonen view mobile devices as a pervasive medium that may assist us in combining work, studying and leisure time in meaningful ways [45]. Polsani considers these definitions “restrictive” and proposes instead the term ‘network learning’ (or ‘n-learning’). He defines mobile learning as a form of education whose site of production, circulation, and consumption is the network [37].

Mobile technology integration has already started. Mobile learning (m-learning) has emerged as a potential educational environment to support learning as well as to increase the quality of learning with proper use [27]. Mobile tools immerse in the learning context and surround the educators, the students and the environment they operate. Some are purely assistive and supportive in nature and others are becoming increasingly intelligent. These tools can be directly integrated in classroom activities in order to enhance and promote new ways of teaching and learning. Mobile learning allows instructional designers and instructors to utilize the strengths of mobile platforms to bring a variety of new applications to the learning environment [3]; [27]; [29]; [35]; [48].
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B. Mobile Devices Integration

Mobile devices are everywhere, and various innovative practices and experiments took place in all levels of education from elementary to higher education (formal education) as well as to informal and non-formal educational settings [3];[29]. Research studies appear to report positive and encouraging results [2];[3];[15];[16];[20];[22];[27];[30];[35];[42];[44];[47]. Examples of mobile devices integration can be found in various countries across the globe, mainly in colleges and universities in Europe, and the USA [27];[33];[47]. As the eLearning Guild Report supports “colleges and universities have taken the lead in mobile learning adoption” and “have been among the early adopters of mobile learning” [33, p. 5].

Mobile wireless computers, mobile wireless phones and PDAs are the ones mostly used in higher education [27];[47]. Based on various research studies, we suggest that mobile use can be categorized based on the following parameters: 1) educational level (e.g. primary, secondary or higher level); 2) educational setting (e.g. informal, formal); 3) purpose of use (e.g. learning and teaching purposes, organization and administration purposes, research purposes); 4) person using the device (e.g. the educator/instructor, the student); 5) location of use (e.g. in the classroom, at the library, outdoor activities - arts and science centers, museum and field trips) [3];[20];[27];[29];[35];[47]. Each mobile use has various characteristics, for example it could be used at the secondary level, by the teacher for administration purposes in classroom. Based on the category “person using the device”, find below a summary of how students and educators use mobile devices for numerous purposes. First of all students, use mobile devices for notes taking, and homework completion; conducting research and class work anywhere anytime; podcasting revision; collecting, organizing, and exchanging data (e.g. send and receive library data, exchange e-books through beamng).

Additionally, they use mobile devices as communication tools, graphing calculators, and mapping concepts creators [3];[20];[27];[29];[35];[47]. Educators take advantage of mobile devices mainly for three purposes: teaching and learning; administration and organization; and research purposes. Regarding teaching and learning purposes, mobile devices are used for quizzes, in-class tests, and language instruction; to share syllabi, lectures’ schedules, lesson materials, notes, images and photos; and provide web-based curriculums. As far as it concerns administration and organization purposes, mobile devices uses are summarized as follows: manage data such as classes schedule, students’ grades and attendance organize courses, lecture material, student assignments, and exams as well as access central school data. Finally, for research purposes mobile devices are used as performance and decision support tools, to gather and analyze data as well as to manage research results and information [3];[20];[27];[29];[35];[47].

Several advantages and educational benefits were reported regarding mobile devices integration. The above can be summarized as mobility, easy of movement and use, flexibility, functionality, convenience, simplicity, speed, affordability, economic/ cost benefits, information management capacity, and share information instantly. Additionally, mobile devices use improves efficiency and effectiveness in teaching and learning, enables one to one learning, enhances private and self-constructed/ self-paced learning and independent work, improves communication and collaboration among faculty members and students, promotes inquiry-based investigation, improves interpersonal communications and social interactions, accommodates students’ needs, and finally increases productivity, performance, and learners’ access [3];[20];[27];[29];[33];[35];[47]. The major concerns or in other words drawbacks of m-learning mentioned in various studies are the following: security, limited bandwidth and capacity, small screen size, technical and design obstacles, as well as pedagogical concerns such as the complexity in how mobile devices support meaningful learning [3];[27].

Based on the above, the pictorial in Figure 1 represents and explains a learning environment where mobile devices are integrated, as well as the relationship among the learner, the instructor and the academic community. The learner and the instructor are considered to be the center of this m-learning environment within the academic community. All three parties are influenced by the following key issues:

- **Underlying principles for implementing mobile learning technologies**: the major issue for a successful implementation is to develop well-defined and well-structured requirements.
- **Effects of ubiquitous access to a WLAN change on insight and outside the classroom learning**: insight the classroom, mobile learning offers lecturers and learners increased flexibility and new opportunities for interaction. M-Learning allows a collaborative and accessible learning experience that integrates with the world beyond the classroom.
- **Best practices for using mobile learning**: developing and delivering mobile learning is a new practice, yet it is a question how much of what people are doing constitutes best practice. The focus and attention must be on the development, distribution, and adoption of best-practices for mobile learning [33].
- **Provision of best end-user support for mobile learning**: The issue of end-user support is of major importance for m-learning integration. The lecturer as well as the student must be provided with the best support. The academic society must be well equipped to handle any questions and problems from an extensive peer-to-peer on campus support group.

![Figure 1. Learning environment](image-url)
C. Current Situation in Cyprus Higher Education

Cyprus is the third biggest island in the Mediterranean sea, situated in the crossroads of three continents: Europe, Asia and Africa [18],[46]. The context of this study is Cyprus higher education level, that can be characterized as a newly established field, since Cyprus did not have a public university until 1992 [18],[46] even though other higher education private and public institutions have been established and operating in the island for too many years [13]; [18]. More specifically, the development of Cyprus higher education officially started in the late 80s “where the establishment of the Department of Higher Education within the Ministry of Education in 1984 gave the momentum needed for the field to develop” [18, p. 3]. The Department of Higher and Tertiary Education of the Ministry of Education and Culture (MOEC) is responsible for Third-level education. More specifically, Cyprus educational system is centralized and the highest authority for educational policy making is the Council of Ministers [18],[25].

As of now higher education is provided in three different types of institutions, i.e. public and private, universities, public tertiary institutions, and private higher institutions (colleges). The private universities (previously were operating as private colleges) began their operation in September 2007. Overall, in Cyprus there are three public and three private universities, there are eight public higher institutions, and there are also twenty-three private third-level education schools, colleges and institutes [10],[18],[25],[36].

D. Technological Advancements and Technology Integration in Cyprus Educational System

Cyprus is regarded as a developing nation and not that technologically advanced nation [46]. However, in the past couple of years, various technological developments and expansions in the areas of telecommunications, broadcasting, third generation (3G) networking technology, broadband wireless networking, GSM network and satellite technology; provided the appropriate foundation and infrastructure for the enhancement and promotion of technology integration in education.

The use of technology in Cyprus educational system was limited during the years of 1960s to 1980s, “to the use of traditional audiovisual equipment and some government produced educational radio and television programming” [46; p. 125]. The official and at the same time advanced technology integration in Cyprus educational system took place in the early 1990s, mainly in primary education. The launch of an ICT policy by the Cypriot MOEC, gave the momentum to technology integration to flourish in education. Some primary schools were equipped with computers at an experimental level. Also, a Departmental IT group was created as a part of the Department for Programs Development of the MOEC, while the governmental Pedagogical Institute started offering at the end of the 1990s an optional training program for teachers. ‘Evagoras’ (1999) was the first formal ICT policy document, and describes the action plan for the embedding of new technologies in primary education from 2000 to 2005 [17]. Schools were connected to the Internet and equipped with computer labs; and classrooms were equipped with few computers. Regarding secondary education, there is no clear-cut policy to integrate technology as a tool in the classroom. However, access to technology was given to all secondary schools by being connected to the Internet and equipped with computer labs. Additionally, information technology and computers classes were introduced in the secondary education curriculum. The infrastructure and equipment give the opportunity to the teachers to use computers in all areas of the curriculum [39]. As far as it concerns higher education, even though it is under the control of the MOEC (see above), the institutions have the flexibility to develop their own agenda regarding technology use. High speed Internet connection, network capabilities, high-end computer labs, provision of desktop computers and laptops to faculty members that well as in some cases to students (i.e. Frederick University Cyprus) highlight the situation in Higher education institutions.

Various empirical studies examined computer technology integration in Cyprus educational system in all levels; primary, secondary and higher education [1]; [17]; [23]; [26]; [46]. The same does not exist regarding mobile devices integration since attempts to integrate them mainly focuses on primary and secondary education. An example of the above is called HandLearn and it “aimed at investigating the use of handheld computers within the context of elementary school science” [3, p. 358].

Although, the global interest has been growing and proceed to various attempts in integrating mobile devices in higher educational settings [16],[20],[27],[35],[47], there were no attempts to integrate mobile devices in Cyprus higher education.

More than 90% of public universities and 80% of private universities in the US are using at some level wireless technologies [42]. Given the above, one of the most important challenges the Cyprus higher education has to face is to effectively and efficiently integrate mobile devices in its practices in order to follow the global trend. As Kim and Holmes mention “the movement of mobile devices wireless technologies in education is a recent trend, and it is now becoming the hottest technology in higher education” [27, p.78].

Many of the studies that examined mobile devices integration in various educational systems and countries [2]; [3];[15],[16],[20],[22],[27],[29]; [35];[42];[44];[47] appear to report positive and encouraging results. However, the successful stories and the innovations occurred at a localized level having minimal impact [21] and consequently they have not been scaling up. Why the above happens? Are we moving too fast towards integrating mobile devices into current educational setting and activities? [19] Has the readiness of the educational systems to accept and support mobile devices integration been addressed? Is faculty willing to integrate mobile devices in their classroom practice? Does faculty possess the necessary technological literacy, skills and abilities in order to integrate mobile devices in their educational practices? What organizational, educational and personal factors might influence mobile technology integration in classrooms? Harnessing mobile technologies and putting them in the true service of learning is not going to be an easy task. Through critical consideration and evaluation of experiences gained during the computer technology integration, online and e-learning, it is crucial to be proactive, make educated and conscious decisions, avoid mistakes of the past and take full advantage of the experiences, lessons learned and effective practice guidelines [33],[47].
Given the above, the literature lacks of academic research on assessing the needs and demands from technical and pedagogical perspectives before integrating mobile devices in the educational settings [30]. Even though mobile devices integration has been examined mainly in developed countries, the literature lacks on studies from developing countries, without much experience using mobile devices for higher education, which although have the appropriate equipment and infrastructure, such as Cyprus.

In order to be able to meet and follow the pressures of global competition in a knowledge-based, net-centric new economy, as well as apply the new trends and innovations in education, and experience these innovations in our system; Cyprus’s educational leaders should increasingly consider mobile devices integration in their practices. This paper focuses on examining the readiness of higher education context in integrating mobile devices. Specifically, the perceptions of higher education lecturers as well as the challenges that should be taken into consideration by the higher educational institutions for the realization of this integration into their educational practices [7]; [43].

II. MAIN AIM AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this research work is to assess and determine the readiness; and evaluate the viability of integrating mobile technology into the teaching and learning processes in higher education in Cyprus. More specifically, it explores faculty perceptions regarding mobile technology integration and identifies their willingness to integrate mobile devices in their classroom practices. In addition, it attempts to identify the factors such as organizational, educational, and personal that influence mobile technology integration in higher education. Finally, the proposed study aims in defining and delineating the technological and pedagogical aspects to be taken into consideration for successful mobile technology integration. Examining the innovation through faculty perspectives is a good starting point since they are one of the most important “players” in mobile devices integration. Since, mobile integration has not yet started in Cyprus it is extremely valuable to consider various parameters in advance in order to achieve a successful integration of mobile devices.

The paper has both practical and theoretical significance and contribution. The practical significance of the paper lies in the fact that it can provide guidelines and recommendations to countries that are interested or planning to implement mobile learning. The practical value of the paper goes beyond the borders of Cyprus since it aims to develop a set of directions and guidelines of mobile learning in an educational system. More specifically, the paper is of great importance for the design and planning of mobile learning integration in developing countries, such as Cyprus, where the technological infrastructure exists, although lacking experience on this kind of integration. Besides the above, it could be valuable for educational system and countries that already using mobile devices to take corrective actions and address any problems appeared. Furthermore, the study adds to the current body of literature since it assesses the readiness of an educational system, to integrate mobile learning; and literature lacks of this kind of studies [33]. Along the same lines, the paper differs from other studies conducted related to mobile learning, since those investigated specific mobile practices and applications (e.g. how mobile devices have been integrated, their effectiveness, and contribution to the learning environment). However, this study is conducted on a broader level besides the boundaries of a classroom or an institution. Additionally, the results of the study provide the foundation of examining the feasibility of mobile integration in other formal, non-formal or informal educational settings, countries and levels. There are not yet many studies that investigate the feasibility of mobile devices integration through identifying the requirements needed for successful integration. Consequently, it stimulates further research to be conducted in the field. Besides the above, this field is relatively new and studies regarding mobile integration are still rare in Cyprus. Also, the mixed results of the paper could promote debates in various educational settings and levels. Finally, it consists of the foundation of the development of a framework of guidelines and suggestions in systemically integrating mobile devices integration in an educational system.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

To address the above a mixed method approach was employed [11]; [28]. The study made use of both quantitative and qualitative data. To better ‘use’ the data gathered the study applied a sequential explanatory strategy where first the quantitative data were collected and analyzed and then the qualitative data collection and analysis followed. The two methods were integrated during the interpretation phase of the study.

The research population consists of private universities faculty members. The quantitative component was addressed through a survey administered to a sample of private college faculty members. A survey was considered the most appropriate method since it enabled the researchers to collect data from a wide range of faculty. Additionally, the survey provided the opportunity to capture an initial picture of faculty perspectives regarding mobile technology integration in education as well as identify the factors that might influence mobile devices integration.

Quantitative data were collected through questionnaires. The survey sample selection was based on purposive sampling in an attempt to get faculty members with various characteristics such as age, fields of teaching, educational background, as well as computer and mobile literacy level. The questionnaires were circulated among 200 faculty members in three private universities in Cyprus. The response rate was 60% since, 120 faculty members completed and returned the questionnaires. The current research work does not aim to generalize the findings rather than evaluate the feasibility of mobile devices integration by identifying the aspects needed for successful integration from faculty members’ point of view.

The phenomenological approach was applied in order to address the qualitative part of the current study. Phenomenological research was used to understand the experiences of other people and the meaning they make of that experience [34]. It requires that researchers put aside their opinions and egos and focus on the worth of the stories of those individuals who we are interviewing. This approach assisted in the construction of semi-structured, open ended questions that encouraged the participants to
use their own terminology to describe their own experiences and perceptions on the subject under investigation.

Purposive sampling was used in an attempt to draw the subjects for the interviews. More specifically, a sub-sample of those faculty surveyed were selected to participated in the interviews. Twenty participants were chosen to be interviewed (See Table 1) based on their fields and their responses at the questionnaires. The interviews provided the opportunity to explore faculty perception on various parameters related to mobile devices integration. More specifically, the subsequent interview protocols, aimed at providing a deeper level of data that were used to evaluate, confirm, complement and/or better understand the survey findings [31]; [40]. Interviews took place as soon as the quantitative analysis ended.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I.</th>
<th>INTERVIEW PARTICIPANTS FROM EACH FIELD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Field</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciences and Engineering</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts and Languages</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. DATA ANALYSIS & RESEARCH OUTCOMES

A. Quantitative Data Analysis

The questionnaire was divided into the following four parts: a) background information, b) technology and mobile learning literacy, c) current mobile devices integration in teaching and learning process, and d) potential for future integration of mobile devices. The purpose of the first part of the questionnaire was to identify the demographic information and the academic background of the respondents. This information served as the basis for the analysis of the replies to the other parts of the questionnaire. Based on the responses to the questions in the first part of the questionnaire four broad categories of faculties were revealed: sciences and engineering, business, arts and languages, and education.

Concerning the general knowledge on mobile learning, it has been observed that faculty of sciences and engineering were more knowledgeable of mobile technology in general and, more specifically, of mobile learning. The group with the least degree of awareness in mobile technology and learning was that of business. The findings are summarized in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II.</th>
<th>FACULTY’S GENERAL KNOWLEDGE ON MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES AND LEARNING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Faculties</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciences and Engineering</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts and Languages</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Qualitative Data Analysis

I) Wireless and mobile technologies in education: Technological aspects

This section addresses the types of technologies currently available for m-learning, and discusses the benefits and limitations of their integration. The authors presented and explained the following available mobile technology devices to the participants. It was necessary to gain some initial knowledge of what the mobile devices look like and what they can offer in order to be able to...
further discuss the technological and pedagogical aspects to be considered:

**SMS:** Short Message Service allows users to send/receive messages of up to 160 characters between mobile phones (text messaging).

**MMS:** Multimedia Messaging Service serves the same purpose as SMS but allows the inclusion of graphics.

**Mobile Learning software:** Specifically designed learning modules using m-learning software.

**Wireless access points WAPs:** There are two popular wireless standards, wireless fidelity - Wi-fi, also known and Bluetooth. Wi-fi is used primarily for Internet access.

**GPRS:** (General Packet Radio Service): In Wikipedia article this mobile data service is available to users of specific phone types. It can be used for WAP service, SMS, MMS, email, and access to the World Wide Web.

**Bluetooth:** a short-range wireless connection between PCs, handphones, PDAs, mobile phones, camera phones, printers, digital cameras, e.t.c. It uses Radio Frequency (RF) for communication with the possibility of secure communication between multiple devices within a 30-foot range. Bluetooth technology uses a globally available frequency band (2.4GHz) for worldwide compatibility.

**3G and 4G phones:** 3G technologies enable network operators to offer users services: wireless voice telephony, video calls, and broadband wireless data, with data transmission capabilities able to deliver speeds up to 14.4Mbit/s on the downlink and 5.8Mbit/s on the uplink. By the end of the decade 4G (4th Generation mobile phones) will provide up to 100 megabits per second transmissions adequate for multimedia.

**PDAs:** Personal Digital Assistants, usually called a pocket PC, which can store documents, spreadsheets, calendar entries, games, databases, and lots of other resources normally associated with a laptop or desktop computer using the Palm OS or MS Pocket PC operating system. PDAs are relatively inexpensive, highly portable, and are designed to utilize small, low-bandwidth files and applications.

**MP3s:** Audio file format that efficiently compresses files and enables them to be shared.

**CAMs:** Video cameras now embedded into mobile phonesand PDAs.

Given the above descriptions and presentations, the participants were asked to comment on the benefits and limitations of mobile devices integration in education, mainly from a technological aspect of view. The limitations of m-learning devices given by the participants are delineated below. The following limitations were mainly discussed by the faculties from the Sciences and Engineering fields, without implying that the rest of them did not contribute to this part. The small screens of mobile phones and PDAs, the limited storage capacities in PDAs and the battery life/charge were the three limitations discussed by almost all of the participants. The lack of common operating system and common hardware platform makes it difficult to develop content for all. As all of the technology devices can become out of date quickly and for some of them there is limited potential for expansion with some devices. Another two limitations reported were the difficulty that still exists in using graphics and the difficulty with printing, unless connected to a network. Finally, the limited wireless bandwidth that may degrade with a larger number of users and the concerns about security issues were also reported from the participants.

The benefits reported were grouped in two categories the technology-oriented and the pedagogy-oriented ones. The most important technological benefits reported were the following.

1. **Portability:** The ability for the lecturer and the learner easily to move with a device inside a learning environment or to different learning environments.
2. **Cost Effectiveness:** Handhelds are becoming more affordable and therefore accessible to students. Additionally, the majority of the students own devices like that.
3. **Accessibility:** Easy access to mobile devices, even though students might be in different locations as well as equal access for learners with disabilities.
4. **Convenience:** Students can have access to content including theoretical information, quizzes, journal entries, balance sheets, learning games from anywhere.
5. **Ownership - Increase motivation:** Since students own their devices they are motivated to use them and learning from it.

The pedagogical benefits were summarized in three main categories: students' collaboration, interaction, and increased involvement:

1. **Collaboration:** Students can learn best when they share with each other and get immediate instructions and feedback.
2. **Interaction:** Student can interact with instructors and among each other effectively and easily.
3. **Increased involvement:** The new generation likes mobile devices such as PDAs, phones and games devices, so they feel more motivated and interested in using them.

2) **Pedagogical aspects - Learning with Mobile Technologies**

This part of the paper discusses how mobile technologies can be used, and the various issues to be taken into consideration before integrating mobile devices as tools in the educational practices.

Two approaches of mobile devices integration were mostly discussed: 1) as a supportive tool; and 2) as an instructional tool. The approaches discussed below were mostly recommended and argued by the educators from the engineering and computer sciences fields; without implying that the rest of the participants did not address this question. Two of the educators reported having the experience of using mobile devices in their teaching practices. The educators argued that as supportive tools mobile devices allow the recording and maintenance of the lessons, the instructional procedures, the type of mentoring and the pedagogical approach, the role of the teacher and students. Additionally, the educators supported that mobile devices can facilitate communication between faculty members and students. More specifically, one of them mentioned that the above can be achieved “…through file sharing capabilities, built-in networking and a friendly interface with on-line...
discussion and e-mail options”. Additionally, the educators reported that mobile devices can be used as instructional tools to support constructive learning [48]. Educators can provide students with electronic books, school-specific context, internet reference sites, graphing calculator, dictionary, and thesaurus etc. Finally, “…electronic quizzes and tests can be taken through mobile devices”, as one of the participants argued. Educators from the Business and Arts and Languages Field revealed to be sceptical towards using mobile technologies as instructional tools.

Concerns and issues to be taken into account were discussed by all of the participants, include: the lack of knowledge regarding mobile devices integration, the need for skills development in successfully implementing mobile devices in teaching practices, the need for appropriate learning materials, instructional approaches and strategies to be applied, and educators’ professional development programs specifically designed for this purpose. The above issues are further discussed below.

All of the participants seemed to agree that the new mobile learning arena imposes significant new design requirements of the curriculum per se. These requirements are not limited to the ways in which it is delivered and received but moreover in the ways the curriculum is structured and the ways in which it is maintained. A participant discussed the need for the “…curriculum units to be project-based, including a well-defined pedagogical and technological angle”. The majority of them mentioned that the activities within the curriculum can be designed to take place in classroom (deskwork) or mainly outside the classroom (fieldwork).

Given the fact that the participants got an initial idea of what mobile devices are and what capabilities they have, participants were asked to think of examples of using mobile technology in the courses they were teaching during that time. They were instructed that by completing this activity the students should reach a number of educational objectives. Amazingly, all of them managed to briefly describe a lesson from the courses they teach where they could integrate mobile technology. Even the sceptical ones managed to describe either a game or an activity to take place in their lessons. One of them also argued that… “It is unrealistic to support that mobile devices could be used for all classroom activities”. Another one came up with the idea of using mobile technology to evaluate students learning as well as assess students’ attitudes to learning.

Some of the participants from the Arts and Languages and Education Fields expressed their concerns that m-learning technologies might support individualism. On the other hand some others said that it can facilitate collaboration and team work can be enhanced and promoted [48].

All of the participants strongly commented on the need of professional development training programs to be designed for this specific purpose. “We all use mobile devices for calls, to send messages, for calendar and reminder purposes, but it is a totally other issue using them for teaching and learning purposes”, one of them said. The participants agreed that they have to be trained on how to use mobile technology as an instructional tool.

All of the participants strongly argued that they should be involved throughout the entire process of designing, developing and implementing mobile technology integration. Being directly and actively involved, the participants argued that it would be easier for them to ‘accept’ and ‘embrace’ this innovation and successfully integrate it in their teaching practices. One of the participants referred to the power that educators have in boycotting innovations and ideas. Educators’ feelings have to be considered regarding this innovation. Positive and negative reactions are expected to emerge. Finally, the majority of the participants positively commented on the need of students’ involvement in the process of mobile devices integration. Some of the participants strongly supported that students need to have direct input on the process and the features to be developed. “I believe that they can provide valuable suggestions since they view mobile integration through a different perspective”, one of the respondents commented.

Finally, the participants firmly discussed the importance of collaboration among various stakeholders. The collaboration of various stakeholders such as educators, students/ learners, computer scientists and engineers, is a critical element to successful mobile devices integration in education.

V. DISCUSSION

Some of the technical limitations mentioned by the participants, such as the limited storage capacities in PDAs and the battery life/charge, the lack of common operating system and common hardware platform makes, the small screen, etc; are not out of the control of a higher educational system. These are design issues that companies and designers need to consider. Regarding the limited wireless bandwidth, higher educational institutions could take care of that given the fact that in Cyprus there are the possibilities of today’s cutting-edge third generation (3G) networking technology, increasing the capacity, improving quality, and allowing the use of advanced services over the existing, Cyprus Telecommunication Authority (CYTA), GSM network. With the new 3G mobile devices higher education will a digital, connected learning environment will emerge and information will be provided in a compact and convenient format. Learners will have a remote and instant access to a range of people and resources as well as the ability to process data [8].

Regarding the pedagogy-oriented limitations such as the lack of knowledge regarding mobile devices integration, the need for skills development in successfully implementing mobile devices in teaching practices, the need for appropriate learning materials, instructional approaches and strategies to be applied, and educators’ professional development programs; are possible to be addressed. As new technologies emerge, lecturers should be encouraged and reinforced to integrate them without hesitation nor fear. What could be done to help lecturers overcome their fears so as to absorb and utilize new technologies? In order to overcome the above mentioned limitations, the higher educational institutions could organize information- and training-days to develop the appropriate technical and pedagogical knowledge and understanding needed. Initially training seminars could be offered presenting lecturers the potential advantages that these technologies have on student learning. Further
training with a series of hands-on experience training will reinforce lecturers with knowledge, skills, time and accessibility to mobile technologies integration.

The integration of mobile devices in several sectors of everyday life facilitates our way of living. In Cyprus, however, particularly in the area of education, we have still not benefited as the responses received show. This preliminary study has revealed that educators, who play the major role in the implementation of mobile devices in the teaching and learning process, appeared to have limited experience and knowledge on the subject. On the other hand, faculty with technical background seemed to have the basic knowledge for the technology behind mobile devices, even though they lack capabilities to integrate it into the curriculum. Furthermore, some of those who lacked basic knowledge on the subject expressed interest in learning more. Organizational, educational, and personal factors seem to influence mobile technology integration in higher education. At the moment, faculty members find it impossible to implement this new educational tool in their classes. This is mainly due to the lack of training and knowledge, and, less importantly, due to the lack of the necessary infrastructure and time to learn how to integrate them. Besides all the above, it seems to be great amount of potential to integrate mobile devices in Cyprus higher education.

As previously supported there are various technological and pedagogical aspects to be considered regarding m-learning. The new mobile learning arena imposes significant new requirements not only for the technological support and implementation but also for the educational perspective. Talking about technological challenge we mean that we must find ways to create and set up highly supportive environments which could provide support to contribute to different kind of learning settings. A technological opportunity is the fundamental transformation from the existing online learning using the advantages of 3G and 4G mobile phones and wireless communication networking.

Along the same lines, the pedagogical challenge related to m-learning is to find ways on how mobile devices can be integrated into classroom activities as well as successfully address all the parameters related to and influence mobile devices integration in education. A pedagogical opportunity is that the m-learning widens the educational horizons of students as well as enhances the educational options for educators. The categories of pedagogical aspects to be considered for successful mobile devices integration as revealed through the current study are discussed below:

1) Mobile devices applications in higher education classrooms
   Mobile devices can be used by the students and the educators for professional, personal, and educational purposes. They can also be used as supportive as well as instructional tools. Mobile devices can be treated as tools to help students execute their tasks and promote the balanced development of their mental abilities by functioning as intellectual partners to the instructor and the learner.

2) Curriculum and learning materials development
   Along the same lines, the need to produce innovative material that maintains a clear perspective on the learning goal is addressed [9]. As Carboni et al., mention, it is a complementary approach to the classic classroom lessons [6]. It might not be able to deliver three hour course on a PDA but is it feasible to deliver small learning activities and a number of documents, and exercises. To produce materials and design the content to be appropriate to stimulate and support the learner, knowledge of the technological constraints should exist as well. Consequently, to produce acceptable learning materials for mobile devices there is a need for educators, engineers, and computer scientists to collaborate and coordinate their actions and activities.

3) Appropriate contents for mobile technology to be used
   The contents which mobile devices can be applied vary. Research so far shows that the experiments took place in various fields such as: Business and specifically MBA classes, Accounting, English, Social Studies, Mathematics, Science and Geography classes etc. Other activities include innovative games, exploring museums and exhibitions. Additionally, mobile learning devices can be used for evaluation and assessment purposes. For example, evaluate students' learning as well as assess students’ attitudes to learning. Cyprus higher education (private and public) offers a variety of fields of study where mobile devices could be integrated. Educators are advised to embed and apply mobile devices in the context of teaching and learning in various contents and through various activities.

4) Pedagogical methods and instructional approaches
   The authors support that there is a need for a shared, progressive pedagogy for mobile learning that will provide the scientific basis for networked and collaborative learning in both a virtual and a virtual-augmented environment. It must accommodate different teacher- and learner perspectives, promote learner-centered environments and collaboration among learners and between learners and educators. Finally, the new pedagogy must support ambient learning.

5) Educators’ training
   Additionally, educators need to be trained on how to apply mobile devices in their practices. To integrate computers in classroom practices, researchers were addressing the need that educators should be computer literate; in this case they have to be mobile literate. This is a great challenge because they have to deal with various types of equipment (hardware) and software. Additionally, the role of the educators needs to move towards facilitation and not teaching. With the ongoing technological advancements lecturers should gain the necessary skills through training, information and access, to overcome their fears and understand the advantages and opportunities these new technologies have to offer to their professional and personal lives.

6) Collaboration among various stakeholders:
   educators, students/learners, engineers, computer scientists
   Adopting an innovation is a risky process. But in order to minimize that risk and increase the success probabilities, it is important to be proactive and apply a systemic, holistic approach to mobile technology integration. The systemic approach to an innovation implies the involvement and participation of different
parties in the design, development and implementation of the innovation. The systemic approach suggests the involvement and contribution of various stakeholders such as educators, students, engineers, computer scientists, community members, parents. The above stakeholders need to communicate, coordinate their actions, transfer and share their knowledge and experiences, as well as align their needs and goals. Educators need the help, support and knowledge of engineers and computer scientists and vice versa. It is not feasible to achieve m-learning without the coordination and knowledge integration of the above fields. Specifically, the role of the educators and the students in the design, development and implementation of the innovation is a necessity. Educators and students should be taken into consideration about the innovation and be actively involved in any steps and actions related to the integration [Kim and Holmes, 2006]. Having in mind the obstacles, failures, and problems faced when computer technology was first attempted to enter the classrooms and be established, it is extremely important to involve educators and students in this process.

VI. CONCLUSION

Mobile technologies offer learning experiences which can effectively engage and educate contemporary learners. Although mobile technologies can be considered as computers, lecturers are resistant to integrate them into their everyday curriculum. This research indicated that the lack of understanding and the fear about where to start in a relatively new boundary of education prevents lecturers to integrate this new tool. Lecturers need to realize the potential of mobile devices to add a new dimension to their classrooms due to their personal and portable configuration and their type of interactions they can support with other learners and the environment [33]. The challenge for lecturers is to design mobile learning opportunities that properly utilize the power, convenience, contextualization, mobility, portability, connectivity and personalization of mobile devices.

It is reasonable and expected that some researchers, educators and practitioners are wondering and trying to understand what the educational benefits from m-learning are. This concern is even more “stronger” in Cyprus since there have been made no attempts so far to integrate mobile devices in higher education. However, research showed that through mobile devices reluctant learners can be motivated, hard-to-reach learners can be reached, various skills can be developed and improved as well as better communication among learners and between learners and instructors can be achieved [2]; [9]. Consequently, there is a need for some experiments to take place in order to examine the integration of mobile devices and their effects on various parameters such as students’ learning, performance, and behavior, before moving further.

In order to take full advantage and materialize the potentials that mobile integration provide us, this research proved that, before making any further attempts to integrate mobile devices in education, it is essential to develop well-defined and well-structured requirements for mobile integration in the classroom. In order to meet these requirements we need to consider parameters such as faculty and students’ role, technological resources, organizational, structural and technological issues, and content design and delivery based on instructional methodologies and pedagogy. Mobile devices with advanced computing features are proliferating. They are even entering classrooms, and, before we realize it, they will probably find their ways in many educational settings just like computers did some decades ago [19].

The results of the current research work provide the basis for development and expansion of mobile devices integration in education by identifying the requirements needed for successful integration in educational systems. This work will contribute mostly to countries who still lack behind m-learning and they are willing to use this “new vehicle” for delivering education to today’s learners via mobile phones PDAs, tablet PCs, etc. Higher institutions as well as educators, interested in transforming their traditional teaching/learning environment in a mobile will be introduced to challenges of mobile learning and some solutions to these challenges for a successful integration. Additionally, the results of the study prevent the danger of experiencing analogous obstacles and problems, as with computer technology integration. Since this danger is high, it is extremely important to be proactive, make wise decisions, and take appropriate actions [19]. As Wagner mentions “mobile learning represents the next step in a long tradition of technology mediated-learning” [47, p.44].

The feasibility of mobile devices integration could be further examined by focusing on other stakeholders such as students, parents, policymakers. Having evaluated the feasibility from various stakeholders, a complete set of requirements could be developed on how to successfully integrate mobile devices in higher education.

Finally, we could further expand this study by designing and implementing classroom experiments. Through experiments mobile and traditional teaching and learning processes could be compared based on various parameters such as student interaction, communication with the instructor, student performance and satisfaction.
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